The Wisconsin AIAA chapter has leveraged the talent of its members to provide a variety of outreach opportunities for precollege aged students. Hands-on demonstrations, visual aids, and real-life space flight examples provide a foundation for bringing precollege aged students face-to-face with space-related science, designed hardware, technology, and potential benefits; increased interest in aerospace and space related fields that lead to study at the university level followed by career. The Rocket Science for Educators program consists of a workshop used to assist schools in implementing rocket science into respective math or science curriculums. Grant assistance provided by the Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium (WSGC) makes this workshop possible. In 2014 Spaceport Sheboygan teamed with AIAA for a training event where participating educators attended a weekend workshop and received design software training and associated set of rocket science materials that they may take back to their respective schools.
I. Introduction
The Wisconsin section of AIAA is based in Madison, Wisconsin and has a current membership of approximately 95 members and has recently won the 2013 Harry Staubs Pre-College Outreach Award. The award is presented annually to sections that have developed and implemented an outstanding precollege (K-12) outreach program that provides quality educational resources for teachers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) subject areas. In 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013 AIAA-Wisconsin was awarded a WSGC outreach grant and utilized the 2013 grant to successfully administer a Rocket Science for Educators workshop for K-12 educators at Spaceport Sheboygan. The AIAA and Spaceport Sheboygan joined forces to provide advanced teaching with special emphasis placed on software design and simulation for high powered rockets.
II. Goals and Value of Project
A decline in both the quantity and quality of students pursuing careers in STEM is widely noted in policy reports, the press, education, and government. Fears of increasing global competition compound the perception that there has been a drop in the supply of high-quality students moving up through the STEM pipeline in the United States. A recent article published on February 12, 2010, by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, reveals the following (Miller, 2010) :
Grade school science teachers aren't doing the best job of informing their students about careers in science and engineering, according to a new survey of students from the American Society for Quality (ASQ). The survey of more than 1,110 students, which was done in December 2009, tried to discover how well teachers translate their knowledge and passion for science to getting children excited about engineering and science careers. It found that 63% of students think their teachers are not doing a good job of talking to them about engineering careers, and 42% said their teachers aren't good at showing them how science can be used in a career. Among the survey's findings:
85% of students said their teachers deserve at least a "B" grade when it comes to knowledge about science topics, and 55% gave them an "A." Nearly one third of students give their teachers a "C" or lower for making science more exciting and fun to learn and assigning fun hands-on projects in the classroom. Students in grades 3-6 rate their science teachers higher for making science exciting and hands-on than students in grades 7-12 rate their science teachers. 72% of students in 3-12 grades think a person needs to do well in science and math to get a good paying job in the future. As students get older (7-12 grades) however, they are less likely to believe that science and math are necessary to getting a good paying job.
The Wisconsin AIAA chapter has leveraged the talent of its members to provide a variety of outreach opportunities for precollege aged students. Hands-on demonstrations, visual aids, and real-life space flight examples provide a foundation for bringing precollege aged students face-toface with space-related science, designed hardware, technology, and the potential benefits; increased interest in aerospace and space related fields that lead to study at the university level followed by career. Section officers discussed and reviewed a compilation of various outreach projects summarizing a three year period covering 2006 -2008. A survey form was constructed in an attempt to measure effectiveness of outreach efforts.
In 2009 the Wisconsin AIAA conducted a series of workshops on Physics of Propulsion and Space Flight. To test the effectiveness of these workshops, participants were asked to participate in a pre and post workshop survey. Survey results are summarized in Figure 1 where students sampled, grades six through eight, considered math and science important but only 60% were interested in STEM subjects. At the conclusion of the workshop series, students again were surveyed where a 35% increase in STEM interest resulted. Over the last century, America's economy has shifted from an agricultural and industrial focus to one that requires greater scientific and mathematical knowledge as well as technological expertise. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, of the thirty fastest growing occupations projected for 2016, twenty-two of them are in STEM related fields. AIAA Wisconsin members and involved teachers were intrigued by these measureable results. Thus, causing the development of an educational outreach program that reaches out to K-12 teachers.
The goal of the Rocket Science for Educators workshop is to assist schools in implementing rocket science into respective math or science curriculums. A proposal was submitted to the Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium (WSGC) to assist with funding the newly designed program. The Rocket Science for Educators workshop was designed specifically for educators from public and private institutions and those educators experienced with teaching math or science subjects. Participating educators attend a weekend workshop and receive a set of rocket science materials that they may take back to their respective schools for use and implementation. A workshop taught by aerospace professionals provides a unique opportunity for teachers to provide meaningful activities in their classrooms and improve student performance in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
III. Rocket Science for Educators Workshop
The WSGC grant funded Rocket Science for Educators workshops contained between twelve and fourteen educators who were recruited to attend a rocket science workshop at no charge. Workshop attendees consisted of math, science, art, and special needs teachers from K-12 institutions, where the origins of various participants are illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. The first workshop was conducted at Orbital Technologies Corporation (ORBITEC), located in Madison, the second workshop at East DePere High School located in DePere, and the third workshop was held at Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSO) in Milwaukee, and the fourth was an advanced workshop hosted at Spaceport Sheboygan, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. The workshops utilized aerospace topics to provide STEM education to educators for preparing today's students for tomorrow's jobs allowing them to be competitive in an increasingly global economy. Table 1 illustrates workshop topics and how each topic relates to an educational discipline. Lectures and hands on activities were conducted including design, construction, planned experimentation, altitude analysis and differential pressure, static rocket engine firing, and the launching of a payload capable rocket.
Key airframe and propulsion topics were discussed describing center of mass (CM), center of gravity (CG), velocity (V), and gforce (G) considerations for flight stability. At the close of the workshop, instructors provided constructive feedback accompanied by a short competency quiz to demonstrate participants' mastery of course subject matter. Educators were issued an achievement plaque and a set of materials that can be used for implementation into their respective math or science curriculums. Curriculum adaptable aerospace reference material, rocket design and simulation software license, and rocket construction material (see Figure ) were provided to each participant completing the workshop. Highlights of the workshop consisted of a series of lectures which included demonstration (static) firing of an oxygen and propane fueled reaction control system (RCS) thruster built by ORBITEC (Madison, Wisconsin) (see Error! Reference source not found.). storage  and  handling  of  propellant  materials  was  discussed and making a science project out of home-made rocket engines was discouraged for reasons of safety. Extensive time was spent using RockSim design software to demonstrate rocket design techniques, 3D imaging, and flight simulation followed by construction and flight of a payload capable rocket. RockSim is a computer program that allows you to design any size rocket, and then simulate its flight to see how high, and how fast it will fly. Prior to teachers building their payload capable rockets, an analysis of various payload weights were conducted with different engine thrust parameters to determine if the actual flight would be stable and safe to launch. The purpose of lectures, demonstrations, and take-home materials was to provide educators with educational tools that: 3. Ability to conduct flight experiments using an electronic altimeter. 4. Allows educator to have access to reference material for rocket propulsion. 5. Provide knowledge of how to build an electric powered launch pad. 6. Assure safety and enable educator with skills to properly conduct a rocket launch for educational groups. 7. Build interest and excitement about STEM. 8. Provide an opportunity for hands-on experiences with STEM subjects by designing, building, launching, and recovering payload capable rocket. 9. Raise student educational aspirations, knowledge of STEM, and interest in pursuing a career in aerospace. 10. Improve teaching of STEM subjects by collaborating with teacher preparation and professional development activities. 
Safety rules for
The purpose of workshop presentations was to give teachers a strong foundation in rocketry, understand the physics and science behind rocket propulsion, and bring a motivating set of materials and subject matter back to their classrooms. A particular emphasis on rocket propulsion and rocket stability was contained in take-home binder to accompany rocket propulsion discussions, talks about the physics, how rockets produce thrust, the types of propellants used in rockets, characteristics of high and low thrust motors, the nomenclature for rocket motors, the thrust curve, and how to select the best type of engine for a rocket and desired mission.
At the conclusion of launching the various payloads a post-launch review was conducted to discuss lessons learned and the process of corrective actions for improvement and future experimentation. Prior to adjournment of each workshop, a survey was administered to test workshop effectiveness where each educator was asked to score the workshop for relevance and fit-for-use within their respective curriculums. The scoring scale was 1 -10, where 1 indicates that they should have stayed home and 10 indicating that the workshop exceeded expectations). Workshop survey results are illustrated in Figure 4 , 5, and 6 respectively. An average score between 8.9 and 9.4 over the three separate workshops revealed a worthwhile effort and a desire among AIAA Wisconsin section members to pursue this type of outreach effort in the future. As a part of the 2013 grant participants were given, RockSim Software, training on the software, lunch, and a travel stipend to attend. Also in attendance were three high powered rocket certified instructors from Tripoli and NAR. The instructors guided the participants through the installation of the software. The teachers then had to do real problems using the software to solve the issues. This included building a rocket in the software that fit within guidelines but still achieved a certain goal. The participants were also given information on Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium programs for students beyond high school. Workshop feedback from participants stated that his information was deemed very useful. 
IV. Conclusion
In June 2011 the 14 educator workshop participants were contacted and asked to respond to five questions about their use of workshop materials and most importantly if respective activities improved student interest in STEM. Out of the 14 educators 11 responded to the survey and yes answers were recorded and are illustrated in Figure . The International Journal of Science Education published a study researching students' attitudes about scientific professions. Researchers asked high school students to rate their attitudes toward scientific professions and describe why or why they would not consider a STEM related career.
The study revealed that participants, across both sexes, considered scientific professions to be less creative and less people-oriented than other more popular career choices. The Hofstra University study concluded that students may be led away from STEM careers by common misperceptions that science is difficult, uncreative, and socially isolating. Researchers stated that finding ways to encourage students to seek STEM careers continues to challenge teachers, career counselors, and mentors (Masnick, Valenti, Cox, & Osman, 2010). Let's face it, astronauts make science cool. They are the NFL football players of science. This high powered rocket project demonstrates the coolness of science by connecting student eyes, ears, and fingers to a real rocket flight vehicle and experiences that will inspire future interests.
A simple, compelling philosophy drives AIAA Wisconsin's commitment to math, science, and technology education. Make it exciting, make it empowering, and make it fun. The Rocket Science for Educators workshop is a far-reaching program that targets precollege students, and the educators who inspire them. Learning starts with a teacher, a curious student, and fun in the classroom. The AIAA sponsored Rocket Science for Educators workshop provide educators with first-hand experience and training from real aerospace professionals that will spark students' excitement about machines … space … aviation … how things work…. flying … and why things happen. In short, all the facets of math and science. Please feel free to contact the author if you are interested in learning more about this STEM workshop.
